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BIN LADEN, HIJACKERS
FBI Most Wanted Poster does not state that Bin Laden is wanted for 9/11
No Arab names on passenger lists released 9/17/01 by the Associated Press
BBC News 9/23/01, "Hijack 'suspects' alive and well”
FBI Director Robert Mueller: “identity of several of the suicide hijackers is in doubt"
WORLD TRADE CENTER 7
“The 9/11 Commission Report” does not mention collapse of 47-story WTC7 at 5:20 PM
WTC7 could not collapse at near free-fall speed due to fire — not impacted by plane
Videos show tower collapsing from top down in a controlled demolition
WORLD TRADE CENTER 1, 2
Towers cannot collapse symmetrically when struck asymmetrically
Absent explosives towers cannot throw steel beams outwards while collapsing
Towers cannot collapse at near free-fall speed due to impact of planes and fire
Towers below point of impact should have been left standing
Towers designed to withstand strike by a Boeing 707 "traveling at 600 miles per hour. . . .
such collision would result only in local damage which would not cause collapse”
PENTAGON
DOD 9/12/01 briefing American Airlines, Flight 77, Boeing 757 were not mentioned
Fire Chief Plaugher “there's no fuselage sections and that sort of thing”
Reporters “being threatened or, in fact, handcuffed and dragged away”
Security camera video shows unidentifiable “Approaching Aircraft”
No video of Boeing 757 striking the Pentagon
CNN reporter Jamie McIntyre: “From my close up inspection
there's no evidence of a plane having crashed anywhere near the Pentagon”
Lt. Robert Medairos, watch commander for the day: “I didn't see any pieces of any plane”
Pentagon Building Performance Report: “no discrete marks on the building corresponding to the
positions of the outer third of the right wing. . . . no portion of the outer two-thirds of the right wing
and no portion of the outer one-third of the left wing actually entered the building”
Pilots for 9/11 Truth: “video captured by the parking gate cam is
in direct conflict with the Aircraft Flight Data Recorder data released by the NTSB”
UA FLIGHT 93
UA93, a Boeing 757, could not possibly disappear into the ground like reports, movies claim
THE 9/11 COMMISSION
Chair Thomas H. Kean and Vice Chair Lee H. Hamilton: “we were setup to fail”
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